In-text citations

Citations should be numbered in the body of your paper with a superscript numeral (keyboard shortcut: CTRL+SHIFT+=). The superscript numbers should be placed OUTSIDE periods and commas and INSIDE colons and semicolons. Examples:

- As reported in a previous study,\(^2\)...
- The results of the study support my thesis\(^7\); however, further studies should be done...

When 2 or more references are cited at a specific place, list each citation separated with commas and no spaces. You can use hyphens for a series. Example:

- As reported in previous studies,\(^6,7,9,13\)

When citing a source more than once, list the page numbers in parentheses after the superscript. For example:

- Maciocia later states that excessive consumption of hot foods may affect the Liver.\(^3(p439)\)

**PERSONAL COMMUNICATION:**

Personal communications or information that has not yet gone to publication should be not listed on the reference page, but should be cited in the text of your paper. Personal communications should list the name of the source, any educational credentials, mode of communication, and the month and date. Unpublished work should include name of the researcher/author, any educational credentials, and the month and date of the research.

- The patient stated that the treatment had been helpful (Rebecca C., oral communication, September 2012).
- or-
- In a conversation with the patient, Rebecca C. stated that the treatment had been helpful (September 2012).

**UNPUBLISHED WORK:**

- More recent research corroborates this theory (J. Smith, MD, unpublished data, November 2012).

If you need more information about AMA citations, the AMA guide is available in the reference section of the library, call number: W 20.5 A479 2007.

The librarians would love to help as well! Come by our office any time to ask for help with citations!
Reference Page

References should be listed and numbered in the order they were cited in your paper. If the citation extends to a second line, do NOT indent (as in APA).

REFERENCE FORMATTING GUIDELINES:

AUTHORS: List last name and initials, no periods. If there are more than 6 authors, list the first three names, then et al. (See example #4 below)

TITLES: In articles, only capitalize the first letter of the title and subtitle (as well as any proper nouns). For books and journal titles, capitalize every word except articles (a, the, of, etc.).


ELECTRONIC JOURNAL ARTICLES: DOI is preferred to URL, but either is acceptable.

EXAMPLES:

BOOK:
Authorname AA, Authorname BB. Title of Book. Place of Publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.


CHAPTER IN A BOOK:
Authorname AA. Title of chapter. In: Editorname BB, Editorname CC, eds. Title of Book. Edition (if applicable.). Place of Publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.
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JOURNAL ARTICLE (PRINT):


JOURNAL ARTICLE (ELECTRONIC VERSION):
Authorname AA. Article title. Journal Abbreviation. Year;vol no.(issue no.):inclusive pages. URL or DOI. Accessed [date].


COCHRANE REVIEW:

WEBSITE:
Author, if given. Title of the specific item cited (if no title is given, use the name of the organization responsible for the site). Name of the web site. URL. Published date. Updated date. Accessed date. (Include as much publication information as is available.)


DRUG / MEDICAL REFERENCE DATABASE:
Author(s). Title of database [database online]. Publication City, State: Publisher’s Name; year of publication and / or last update. URL. Accessed date.


A SPECIFIC DRUG / MEDICAL CONDITION ARTICLE IN A REFERENCE DATABASE: